UB1_ Universal Bracket
Installation Instructions
Wall Mount
1) Loosen the two adjustment fasteners in the base of the bracket (shown in Figure 1)
and extend the base to the fully open position.
2) Open the hook and loop strap if already installed.
3) Install the AED into the base of the bracket.
4) Push the base closed until it makes contact with the AED.
5) Carefully remove the AED without moving the base and tighten the two adjustment
fasteners.
6) Re-install the AED.
7) Make sure the mounting strap passes through the slot in each side of the bracket.
Wrap the strap around the AED and mark a desired length for the strap. Trim the
strap length with a scissor. Secure the AED to the bracket with the strap. Adjust
the position of the strap to the desired height within the slots.
8) Using masking tape or similar, apply two pieces over the strap on the back side of
the bracket (shown in Figure 2) to hold position of the strap when loosening the
strap and removing the AED.
9) Carefully loosen the strap and remove the AED.
10) Locate studs or identify structural material capable of providing sufficient support.
11) Determine mounting height. This is dependent on the reach, direction of approach,
and type of location. In an unobstructed location, a height of 44 - 50 inches from
the floor is recommended (to the middle of the mounting bracket).
12) Select Fasteners (not included).
a) Steel studs—#10 x 2-1/2” fine thread
b) Wood studs—#10 x 2-1/2” coarse thread
c) Block or concrete—plastic wall anchors of minimum 1-1/2” depth
d) Hollow wall—minimum grip of 5/8”
13) Bracket has four mounting holes. Mount the bracket with fasteners. This will lock
the strap into position.
14) Re-install the AED and secure with strap.

Base Mount
1) Remove the two adjustment fasteners in the base of the bracket.
2) Select fasteners (not included) capable of mounting the bracket to the desired
surface. #10 sheet metal screws are one option for mounting the base of the
AED to the trunk of a vehicle.
3) Lightly attach the two piece bracket through the adjustable slots in the base
where the fasteners were removed from step 1.
4) Follow steps 2-7 from the above Wall Mount procedure.
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